
Reimagine your boundaries. We’ll get you there.

MODEL SIZE WEIGHT (G) DIMENSIONS MATERIAL RATING (KG)

HIP1679SML SML 2700g 75 - 110cm waist
Polyester webbing 45mm

Steel hardware
140kgHIP1679UNI UNI 2800g 85 - 120cm waist

HIP1679XXL XXL 2900g 90 - 140cm waist

PRODUCT FEATURES

■ Front fall arrest attachment point.

■ Rear fall arrest D-ring attachment point.

■ Padded waist belt.

■ Offset stirrup shaped work positioning side attachment points.

■ Wide padded saddle.

■ Adjustable arc proof protective covers all metal components
(excludes side positioning Ds).

■ Soft rescue retrieval attachment points on shoulders.

■ Waist belt tool loops.

■ Breathable extra thick 3D moisture wicking shoulder padding.

■ Extra wide, padded leg straps.

■ Polyester webbing construction.

■ Velcro covered harness labelling.

■ Available in 3 sizes.

ISOLATED ELECTRICAL TOWER / LINESMAN HARNESS

ZEHIP1679

The IsoTower is ergonomically designed for electrical work across 
a range of applications including tower work, pole work, linesman, 
rescue, industrial height safety and confined space. The wide 
supportive waist panel, rescue attachment loops to shoulders and 
stirrup off-set side positioning D’s complete this robust harness. 

Our advanced 3D moisture-wicking mesh fabric provides advanced 
breathability and also integrates twICEme, a digital feature that 
makes your vital info easily accessible in an emergency with a tap 
of a smartphone using NFC* (available late 2021).

RATING: 140kg LIFESPAN: Up to 10 Years

CERTIFICATION:  
EN 361:2002, EN 358:2018, EN 1497:2007, 
EN 813:2008, AS/NZS 1891.1:2007

EN 361:2002 Personal protective equipment against fall from a 
height. Full body harnesses

EN 358:2018 Personal protective equipment for work positioning 
and prevention of falls from a height. Belts and lanyards for work 
positioning or restraint

EN 1497:2007 Personal fall protection equipment. Rescue 
harnesses

AS/NZS 1891.1:2007 Harnesses and ancillary equipment
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*twICEme NFC tag available from late 2021. Please check with your local supplier for availability. This product is subject to a 6 monthly detailed inspection.


